HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN MY SAVER’S SWITCH IS ACTIVATED?

Lights on the front of your switch indicate when it’s activated. Following is a diagram of the lights:

First red light: Air conditioner is controlled. The light will turn on every 15 to 20 minutes when the air conditioner is being cycled.

Second red light: Water heater* is controlled. The water heater is shut off when the light is visible. *(In Colorado this light is not used.)*

Third red light: Currently not used; reserved for future use.

Green light: Communication signal. A solid or flashing green light is a normal condition. This does not impact the functioning of your air conditioner or water heater.

Clear light: Optical port for installers.

Black light: Currently not used; reserved for future use.

On hot summer days, you can call the Saver’s Switch Hotline at 1-800-835-6776 to find out if we are activating switches in your area.